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Join the growing Lincoln community
delivering exceptional service with SightPlan.

Free
Community
Inspections
Get SightPlan Inspect free for 2022, with a
new or existing subscription, when you sign up
by December 31ˢᵗ, 2021.

Includes four nationally approved Lincoln
Inspection Templates.

Preferred Pricing



A one-time setup fee equal to the 1st month subscription applies. Pricing good for communities up to 500 units.
Free self-service setup. Full-Service setup $250, Express 3-Day setup $350, or Express 1-Day setup $450.**

*

+

Operations Suite + Inspect
Answer + Engage + Work + Inspect

© SightPlan, Inc. All rights reserved. Prices only guaranteed for communities that sign an agreement prior to December 31ˢᵗ,
2021. Prices are subject to change upon contract renewal. Onboarding, training and support are provided with all subscriptions.

Suites

+

We’re here to help! Contact us at sales@sightplan.com with any questions.

Monthly Per Community

Pro

$199*

$249*

$129*

Monthly Per Community

$1,499 **

Per Community Transaction

Lincoln Preferred Product

Work + Inspect
Streamlined mobile and web task management to give your on-site
team the tools they need to respond quickly and stay on task.

Due Diligence Suite
Inspect + Audit

$129*
Price Match Guarantee

Exclusive Lincoln Property Company pricing, supporting the enhanced 2022 Lincoln
Inspection Program. Subscribe to any of the following products below and get SightPlan

Inspect FREE for 2022, with four National Lincoln Inspection Templates ready to go!

Lincoln & SightPlan have made
it easier than ever!

Preferred Pricing

$29*

$199*

Work + Engage + Inspect
Seamless Resident App and portal experience that enables residents
to interact with your team when and where they want.

Answer + Inspect
Fully integrated call answering service with advanced speech
recognition and easy-to-use follow-up tools.

Work + Answer + Inspect
Automated task management to help your team get the hard stuff
done, answer every call, and inspect the unexpected.

Inspect
Easy inspections, customized just for Lincoln, to automate the
inspections process.


